
Fusible stabiliser
Fabric Marking pen/ pencil
Scissors
Iron
Templates made from paper or light card.
Base fabric

Legacy Cotton Woven Fusible - which is fusible on one side. I usually use this for interfacing garments
but thought I would give this a try.  

Heat n Bond - which is a fusible web which you iron to the appliqué fabric before peeling off the paper
and sticking it to your quilt top.

Preparing your fabric pieces for Machine Appliqué.

This is written as a companion resource to my Naive Melody quilt pattern however is useful for anyone
wanting to know how to prepare fabric for machine appliqué.

You will need:

I used two different fusible stabilisers to compare.

 and

*The Heat n bond has a firmer feeling than the legacy cotton woven after attaching to the base fabric.  It
might be more suited to cushions and bags.  With the legacy (or similar) for softer item like quilts.

Use your templates to draw 
your shape on the stabiliser 
side using a fabric marker 
or pencil. Cut out your shape 
using scissors. Remember your 
shape will be reversed.

Click Here for: Machine Applique Video using 28wt & 80wt 

Legacy

Heat n Bond

Cut to size and afix fusible
stabilser to your fabric using
your iron.

For the heat n bond:
Peel off the paper backing,
place your shape in position
and fix with your iron. 

For the Legacy shape:  
Pin or thread baste in 
place on your quilt top.
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Your shapes are ready 
to machine applique.

To appliqué I used a 
blanket stitch. 

On my Janome MC 6700p this is:
Mode 2 - 045

Mode 1 - 7

(There are several blanket stitches available on this machine.  To
see both of these stitches in action please watch the video below)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCaVYwXXBis&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCaVYwXXBis&feature=youtu.be

